CLIMATE HAWKS NEED NOT BE CHINA DOVES
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US climate policy toward China, like the relationship overall, necessarily includes both cooperation and competition. A multidimensional climate strategy toward China, based in the realities of domestic politics and developed in coordination with partners, is not a concession to Beijing, but an opportunity to advance broader US interests.
Elevating climate change to a top tier foreign policy issue creates opportunities to advance broader US interests vis-à-vis China

As the Biden Administration takes shape, a zero-sum narrative has emerged around confronting climate change while confronting China. During Secretary of State Blinken’s confirmation hearings, Senator Romney cautioned, “I hope you’re never tempted to give-in in your strategy with regards to China, in order to obtain a climate advantage that [Special Presidential Envoy for Climate] Secretary Kerry might be promoting.”¹ The assumption that US climate policy is a gift to Beijing—in some ways a sanitized version of President Trump’s claim that climate change is a “Chinese hoax”²—has appeared even in Democratic foreign policy circles.³ After all, making true progress on climate will ultimately require action by China, which accounts for over a quarter of global emissions. So, the thinking goes, might American diplomats make serious political concessions to Beijing in return for climate commitments?

In reality, the idea that climate hawks must also be China doves is, in the avian metaphor of one recent commentary, a canard.⁴ While Chinese climate action has indeed become relatively more valuable to the US administration, it does not follow that this emphasis creates a concession to China. In fact, the opposite may be true. The US is now willing to go further and use more tools—including imposing greater costs on China—to secure its climate goals.

An effective climate strategy for China requires the US to cooperate, coordinate, compete, and compel all at the same time. Indeed, properly executed, elevating climate as a top tier foreign
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policy issue can create new opportunities to advance broader US interests with respect to China well beyond the climate sphere.

At its heart, the fear of making a “climate concession” to China deeply misunderstands the nature of the climate challenge and its role in the US-China relationship. US policy must not just seek to shape China’s diplomatic stance through negotiation. More fundamentally, it must address the imbalances in China’s political economy that prevent more rapid decarbonization, while also ensuring the green transition secures long-term American prosperity. This deeper shift will require changing the incentives China faces.

Foreign policy thinkers need to abandon the idea that climate change is a “do-gooder” issue a benevolent US hegemon seeks to advance by making China a more “responsible stakeholder.” Rather, climate is simultaneously a shared challenge for both countries—and one they have struggled to address adequately thus far—as well as an arena for competition over the future of the global economy.

The domestic primacy of climate change requires a multidimensional diplomatic strategy.

The starting point of a successful climate policy toward China must be the reality is that the most important things both the United States and China can do on climate change take place largely within their own borders, and are driven primarily by domestic politics.

At home, Beijing faces mixed incentives on climate policy. Pollution, energy security needs, and the desire to lead next-generation industries like electric vehicles give China real incentives to pursue decarbonization as part of the broader economic modernization goals at the heart of President Xi’s priorities. At the same time, concerns about economic and social stability lead Beijing to insist on pursuing decarbonization at its own pace and on its own terms, while formidable opposition from incumbent industries and local interests limits the central government’s ambitions. Layered on top of these drivers, and secondary to them, China has sought to highlight its climate policy as evidence of its status as a responsible major power.

In this way climate mirrors the broader challenges China faces as it seeks to modernize the economy without disrupting stability—a goal now significantly set back by a surge of “dirty” COVID-19 stimulus funds that reinforce incumbent industries dependent on overcapacity. As with issues like intellectual property protection or discrimination against foreign businesses,
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bilateral diplomatic engagement alone is unlikely to fundamentally alter the trajectory of these core dynamics in China’s political economy. The United States must also work with others to shape the incentives that the Chinese leadership and key domestic interests face in accelerating decarbonization.  

The United States can and should seek to influence and accelerate China’s efforts to address climate change, but a successful strategy must be designed around the domestic-driven nature of the issue. The US should, together with allies, aim to:

- Increase the political capital the Chinese leadership spends on pushing decarbonization against recalcitrant domestic interests;
- Change the incentives Chinese actors face regarding decarbonization through a mix of positive and negative incentives.

A corollary to the principle of domestic primacy is that US leverage on climate change—vis-à-vis China and others—depends on what the US does at home. Most obviously, US pressure on this issue has little moral valence unless matched with actions. As Secretary Kerry has stated repeatedly, the US is now returning to international climate policy discussions with humility. American credibility with have to be earned with actions, particularly in order for the US to fully mobilize allies in Europe around a common approach on China.

But beyond moral authority, the more coercive economic tools the US may wish to deploy—such as trade measures—will be most effective if the American economy is rapidly decarbonizing and developing world-leading capacity in critical new technologies. China’s current critical role in the clean energy supply chain means that the US needs to develop domestic and third-party alternatives in order to effectively compete with China.  

For these reasons, with robust domestic policy, US leverage increases; with modest domestic policy, its leverage is more muted. In this way, climate is analogous to other issues in the US-China relationship—e.g. technological and economic competition—where the most important “China policy” is broader domestic renewal. Indeed, President Biden has made clear that “building back better” is the common core to both the Administration’s climate and China policies.
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10 See for example the Biden “Made in All of America” plan, available: https://joebiden.com/made-in-america/
Mixing cooperation, competition, and compulsion

The US-China relationship encompasses a range of dynamics that run from cooperation to conflict, in an overarching context of strategic rivalry.11 Because the climate challenge intersects with a wide range of policy areas, including trade, technology, health, and security it spans this entire range. For this reason, US-China climate policy necessarily includes multiple dynamics.

In addition to direct bilateral engagement, US climate strategy toward China includes (or should include) a host of other issues which vary widely in the degree of interest alignment between the two countries (Figure 1). As described below, many of these create opportunities to advance broader US interests beyond climate change.

In this way, the multidimensional nature of climate in the US-China relationship makes the issue a critical testing ground for the new Administration as it seeks to calibrate the US-China relationship more broadly. In climate issues, as in the relationship overall, it is necessary to mix more cooperative and more conflictive approaches across issues and across time to advance US interests with regard both to climate change and to China.

**Figure 1: Components of US climate policy toward China**

- Technical cooperation
- Sectoral initiatives
- Just transition
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- Support for multilateralism
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Interests more aligned

Interests less aligned
Where interests are more aligned:

- **Technical cooperation.** There is a long record of official, semi-official, and unofficial technical cooperation and dialogue between US and Chinese actors on topics ranging from energy, to transport, to emissions trading. Such information exchange can help actors on both sides identify promising new approaches toward climate issues, and so represents a modest but low-cost engagement opportunity.

- **Just transition.** How to address those potentially left behind by decarbonization has not been a major topic of US – China climate engagement, but has significant potential to become a core area where interests align. President Biden has emphasized themes of justice in US climate policy, while one of China’s greatest barriers to more effective climate policy is the vast number of workers, many low-skilled, who depend on high carbon industries.

- **City, state/province, and business engagement.** City-to-city, state-to-province, and business-to-business engagement has been a core feature of US-China climate relations for decades. Because many of the constraints Beijing faces on climate stem from local-level or industry opposition, positive engagement with these actors can help the country overall move more quickly toward decarbonization. This “bottom up” model also suits the US interest in demonstrating the advantages of its open, pluralistic approach to climate change, and meshes with China’s longstanding approach of piloting transitions through local experimentation.

- **Support for multilateral climate processes.** Both China and the United States want to see the Paris Agreement succeed, and, equally importantly, neither wants to be seen as undercutting it. Affirming the importance of the multilateral process serves both sides’ goals.

Where interests are mixed:

- **Climate finance for vulnerable countries.** Under the Obama Administration, the US and China engaged in healthy competition in climate finance. After the US announced a $3b contribution to the Green Climate Fund, China announced its own $3.1b bilateral aid target. Neither country has yet delivered on these promises, though President Biden has pledged to do so. For the United States, delivering real support for vulnerable countries is critical for a) limiting potential risks around state failure and b) gaining developing
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country support in multilateral fora, including to pressure China. We should therefore expect US moves in this area to be matched by Beijing. This makes climate finance a largely ‘no regrets’ policy in the context of the US-China relationship. If Beijing matches US finance, the overall US goal of limiting climate disruption is advanced. If it does not, the US gains diplomatic credit with a wide swathe of countries. By the same token, if the US falls behind China in climate support to developing countries, there is a clear cost. Should political conditions allow, there is even scope to coordinate US and Chinese aid to ensure complementarity and synergy on common priorities, including bringing Chinese aid into closer alignment with the standards of the OECD Development Assistance Committee.

- **Climate impact preparedness and response.** As both large and small climate impacts intensify and multiply, the US’s unique capacity to project humanitarian support through military, civilian, and multilateral tools becomes an increasingly valuable diplomatic asset. For example, a strong US offer on disaster support to partners in the South China Sea helps make the case for a robust US presence in the region. More broadly, strengthening the US military’s “offer” to allies and other partners on climate security enhances the value of American military cooperation. Moreover, should relations improve, coordination on disaster preparedness could eventually provide an attractive confidence building measure for engagement between the US and Chinese militaries.

- **Development and infrastructure finance.** While China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) has caused much consternation in Washington, the US under President Trump had little to offer in response beyond rhetoric. As the Biden Administration prepares a more effective counteroffer, climate provides a clear way to show the value added of a US-led approach. Having already announced an end to US funding for fossil fuel projects abroad, the Biden Administration will be well positioned to provide a green alternative to countries considering Chinese-backed infrastructure projects. Such measures could be even more effective if done in coordination with allies, and combined with pressure against new “dirty” projects, including Chinese-backed ones. While the dominant dynamic is likely to be competitive, especially around projects of strategic value, for some projects the US and China may wish to coordinate or even co-fund certain projects where their interests align.

- **Sectoral initiatives.** Climate cooperation increasingly unfolds in different sectoral fora, often mixing businesses and governments, around battery storage, green hydrogen, 
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electric vehicles, shipping, or other areas. The United States, China, and other countries are rapidly attempting to establish leadership in these emerging technologies. While fundamentally competitive, these areas also create opportunities for coordination on macro goals and milestones. For example, as China and the US both seek to create policy incentives to shift toward electric vehicles, their efforts mutually reinforce each other in setting market expectations and driving technological innovation, even as they compete for market share. The United States help can set the agenda on sectoral cooperation through the Major Economies Forum (which it will revive in connection with President Biden’s first climate summit), which includes China, while also engaging in processes like the UK-led Zero Emission Vehicle Transition Council or the Mission Possible Platform that create opportunities for more tailored coordination.

Where interests are less aligned:

- **Standard setting.** Under President Trump the United States fell behind in economic and technical standard setting, particularly on climate-related issues, while both China and the EU have moved forward. For example, both have developed taxonomies for green finance with little US engagement. The United States must now forcefully engage in global processes around standards to ensure not being left behind. Robust standards that protect environmental integrity are necessary to give US companies a level playing field as they compete with Chinese entities for market share.

- **Trade measures.** Both the US and the EU are now seriously considering various climate-related trade measures, largely to bolster support at home for their domestic climate policies. China strongly opposes such measures, and is particularly worried about being targeted by a coordinated transatlantic approach. While some European governments are eager to work with the US on trade measures, others wish to maintain “strategic autonomy” and have a much lower tolerance for trade friction with Beijing than the US does. As the US seeks to coordinate with Europe on China policy generally, a strong position on climate is one of the best ways to bolster European support for a common


transatlantic approach.\textsuperscript{17} Even a credible threat of such alignment would likely drive action by Beijing. However, China can also be expected to respond with its own trade threats around rare earths and the clean energy supply chain.\textsuperscript{18} These negative incentives should therefore be presented alongside a clear pathway outlining steps China can take toward a more cooperative outcome, including through standard setting and sectoral initiatives.

- **Supporting civil society in BRI countries.** One of the most powerful drivers for environmental integrity in BRI projects is robust local civil society activism.\textsuperscript{19} As the US seeks to shape the behaviour of Chinese actors abroad on climate and other issues, it will find significant benefits in investing in local governance capacity and robust accountability measures in BRI recipient countries. In this way, the US’s return to its traditional support for human rights, media freedom, and anti-corruption activities should be seen as a key part of climate policy toward China.

**It takes two to de-link: Calibrating the strategic mix in the context of rivalry**

We should expect broader shifts in the US-China relationship to affect the strategic mix of climate policy outlined above. US officials have made clear in public statements that climate will not be traded off with other issues.\textsuperscript{20} They have also argued that climate issues should follow their own “track” in the broader relationship. While such statements help the US reach toward the rhetorical high ground, we cannot expect China to behave in the same way, as the Foreign Ministry has already made clear.\textsuperscript{21} In practice, a particular issue cannot be de-linked unless both sides de-link it. The US should therefore expect the space for climate cooperation to shrink if the overall


relationship sours. For this reason, it is all the more important for US climate policy toward China to also include more competitive measures that can be strengthened in response to dwindling cooperation.

Of course, the connection between the overall relationship and a single issue may not be linear. Rising tensions on human rights or security do not necessarily mean less cooperation on climate. In the Obama administration, for example, cooperation on climate was arguably enhanced by rising tensions on other issues because both sides had an incentive to show they could cooperate on at least one common concern. With China now eager to dial down tensions inherited from the Trump era, some of this same dynamic may apply.\(^{22}\) On the other hand, the overall deterioration of the relationship also creates the potential for the opposite tendency. Both sides now have additional incentives to appear tough on each other, and therefore may forgo cooperative opportunities on climate that would otherwise serve their interests.

A multidimensional climate policy toward China allows the US to manage these interlinkages between climate and other areas effectively. From the US perspective, there is no downside to maintaining cooperation on issues where our interests broadly align, such as support for the UNFCCC process or sub/non-state actor exchanges. China may choose to curtail them to show its displeasure with other aspects of US policy, but then it must face the sizeable reputational cost of breaking cooperation on the global public good of a stable climate as the world’s largest emitter. Where interests align, it costs the US nothing (and likely creates reputational benefits with key allies in Europe and in the developing world) to be a “unilateral co-operator.”

At the same time, US policymakers must expect the Chinese government to seek to use climate change policies to advance its broader interests. As noted above, trade, sectoral, or standard-setting measures will be strongly resisted, with tit-for-tat responses and strong efforts to prevent the US from uniting allies on a common approach. A credible US counteroffer on BRI will likely generate enhanced outreach to developing countries from Beijing, especially those nations the US will find more politically challenging to engage. Regardless of where the Biden Administration’s climate ambitions land, US domestic climate policies will be categorized as inadequate, US support to the developing world as insufficient.

For these reasons, the US climate approach to China—as on many other issues—will play out as much in third-country capitals as in bilateral relations. For policies on the more competitive side of the spectrum especially, US–China policy must start with discussions with allies and other partners, not in the “G2.” For issues like trade measures, standard-setting, sectoral collaboration, or development finance, there is little to be gained in going directly to Beijing in the first instance.
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Instead, the United States should work to align like-minded countries on a common course of action, presenting Beijing with the choice of coming to the table or being left behind. For many climate issues, the road to Beijing starts in Brussels, Berlin, Ottawa, Tokyo, London, Seoul, and other allies, but also across the developing world.23

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

• US policymakers should cooperate with China on “no regrets” climate measures where US and Chinese interests align. These include substantive exchanges on implementing climate action between sub-national and non-state actors, support for the multilateral climate system, and, could at times extend to coordination on support for vulnerable countries to address climate impacts, or even development financing of green infrastructure without strategic implications.

• US policymakers should compete with China on climate measure where interests diverge. Working closely with allies and other third parties, the US can tackle the core political economy barriers that prevent faster decarbonization in China by changing the incentives the Chinese leadership and Chinese interests groups face. Standard setting, sectoral initiatives around new technologies, and trade measures can give China incentives to increase its own actions, while safeguarding long-term US economic interests.

• While the US may seek to publicly de-link climate from other issues in the US – China relationship, in practice such efforts are unlikely to succeed, not least because China will see all issues as linked. A balance of cooperative and competitive policies, carried out in close coordination with allies, allows US policymakers to calibrate climate policy within the broader dynamics of the relationship.
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